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Writing just a decade or so after its construction, the historian al-‘Utbī, who lived in
Ghazni between the end of the 10th and the beginning of the 11th century, has left us a
vivid description of the ‘Arūs al-Falak (Bride of Heaven), the congregational mosque
built by order of Mahmūd b. Sebüktigin at Ghazni in c. 1018 and that he must have
seen in person:
“Its surface was covered with marble carried from every deep cavity and long way,
squared, more polished than the palm of a hand of a maiden and the face of a mirror.
[…] As for the colors, look at a garden in spring, with smiling mouths and crying eyes!
They [the colors] keep the eye and bound who watches them. As for the gold gilding, it
suffice [to say] that Rusāfa’s masters would not have had enough melting pots and could
not have accomplished the job. Not only golden leaves were melted, but red gold bars,
melted from the broken idols and the Buddhas removed.
[…] The Sultan reserved for his court a raised room in the mosque, cubic, wide,
proportioned in the corners and in the sides. The pavement and the dado were of
esteemed marble: the backs had toiled to carry it from the land of Nīšāpūr. A reddishgold miḥrāb has been traced on each square marble slab, decorated with lapis lazuli and
with arabesques with the colors of the violet and the rose.”
(al-‘Utbī, al-Ta’rīḫ al-Yamīnī; from the translation of Bombaci 1964: 25, 31-2)

Al-‘Utbī’s description of the ‘Arūs al-Falak is one of the few descriptive passages
found in historical accounts and poems on the splendors of the city of Ghazni at the
time it was the capital of the Ghaznavids – a local dynasty whose founder, the amir
Sebüktegin, a former slave of Central Asian origin then general of the Samanids, had
asserted his independence there in 977. The dynasty’s possessions stretched from
Ghazni to Iran and to the regions of North West India, which were repeatedly sacked,
and the rulers obtained legitimacy and honorific titles from the caliph in Baghdad,
mainly thanks to their commitment in contrasting the heterodox factions hostile to the
Abbasid caliphate; the dynasty reached its peak under Maḥmūd b. Sebüktegin (9981030). With the booties of the military campaigns and the silver mines of its
territories, Ghazni became one of the richest cities of Central Asia, while it was also a
centre of culture and learning for the literates and scientists (among which al-Bīrūnī)
whom the rulers had drawn together in their capital. Maḥmūd and his successors
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carried on an extensive building activity in Ghazni, concerning palaces and gardens,
mosques, madrasas, funerary monuments, minarets, and bridges, which are
mentioned in the historical sources and whose archaeological remains have been
investigated in the last century.2 The archaeological researches have concerned in
particular the excavation of a Sultanal palace that was attributed to the Ghaznavid
Mas‘ūd III (1099-1115), where marble slabs belonging to two different dadoes (of
which one was partially still in situ) and to other panelings were found; this
evidences, and the record of hundreds of artifacts, mainly marbles, reemployed in
cemeteries and recent buildings, have highlighted that, along with the more common
ornaments in carved brick and stucco, wood, and few examples of carved alabaster,
the distinctive feature of the architectural decoration, as well as of the funerary
architecture, was marble – carved in flat bas-relief with vegetal, geometrical,
architectural and figurative motifs and with epigraphic texts, polychrome and gilded.3
The corpus of marble artifacts of architectural decoration known to us
numbers about one thousand artifacts; its comprehensive functional-morphological
typology includes: elements of wall and floor facings (dado panels, panels, frames,
and floor slabs), other architectural decorative elements (transennas, arches, merlons),
bases of columns and capitals, elements of the water system (basins, well curbs, tanks
and manhole covers), as well as functional elements in the building (hinges and hinge
washers).4 Wall paneling, and especially dadoes, were the most common marble
architectural features. The large number of artifacts and of the decorative variations of
the functional-morphological types (for a total of 159 decorative sub-types) are
indicative of the importance of marble as decorative material in Ghazni. The lack of
analogous finds in other coeval archaeological sites – and especially the absence of
any marble finds from the large and important Ghaznavid site of Lashkari Bazar,
extensively investigated –,5 stress the peculiarity of the Ghazni production, whose
development was occasioned as a result of more factors, above all the existence of a
local source of marble (a quarry only three miles from Ghazni) and the persistence of
a local stoneworking tradition – in particular the Hindu-Shahi marble statuary, whose
tools and surface finishing techniques are the same as in the Ghaznavid period
(despite differences in the volume and in the function of the objects).6 At the same
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time, most probably, the high costs of transportation would have prevented the
expansion in large scale of marble decoration outside the province of Ghazni.
The marbles are carved with vegetal motifs and epigraphic texts, as well as
geometrical motifs, architectural motifs, and figurative representations – although the
geometrical rules of composition along which motifs are usually arranged, and the
adaptability of some of these motifs to different contexts can make such a
categorization somehow improper.7 The motifs are seldom employed alone; more
often different elements are found on the same slab, both on different panels or
interlaced one to the other. With the exception of inscriptions, most frequently carved
within separate panels, and of figurative scenes, full ornaments are developed
arranging the motifs along standard geometrical rules of composition, of which three
main types can be identified: vertical independent units developed along a central axis
(Fig. 1); vertical units connected one to the other in horizontal sequences (Fig. 2);
modular units repeated along a geometrical grid (a square or radial grid, following
which the unit can be developed in either direction: Fig. 3). The study of the
composition rules, besides the advantages in the classification when dealing with
patterns created by the combination of different motifs (e.g arches and vegetal
motifs), outlines the strict connection between pattern construction, motifs and
morphology of the carved marbles, stressing both the functionality of certain
decorative choices (and the practical techniques followed by the craftsmen), and the
theoretical structure which was behind the compositions (connecting them to the
coeval developments in the fields of mathematical sciences).8 Geometry and order,
which are underneath the decoration of the Ghazni marbles, might have had, for
cultured viewers, an intellectual connotation, as the visual counterpart of the coeval
theological and philosophical notion of God as “a wise Ordainer and a preventing
Framer” of the created world – expressed, for example, by the historian al-‘Utbī, who
lived at the court in Ghazni in the 11th century, in the introduction of his Kitāb alYāminī.9 Moreover, with the original polychromy, the marble panelling would have
looked like “a brocaded surface”, which is one of the common literary definition for
the created world, employed in al-‘Utbī to express the beauty of the coloured world
created by God.10
The predominant decorative element on the Ghazni marbles is the trefoil motif (a
geometrical composition with rounded profiles made of a continuous band; Figs 2, 4),
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which is found in interlaced sequences on hundreds among dadoes and tombs, and
whose only occurrence as a single motif is in the still venerated tomb of Maḥmūd, the
greatest of the Ghaznavid sovereigns, as the frame of his epitaph.11 This motif is only
sparsely encountered elsewhere in this period (in this form it will become a common
decorative pattern in Islamic art only from the 13th century onwards), and even the
Ghaznavid site of Lashkari Bazar did not yield any such representations, with the
exception of few later funerary slabs from Bust, of the Ghurid period.12 It would be
thus tempting to assign to the trefoil motif a special and possibly meaningful place in
Ghaznavid visual culture, but no evidences have been found yet to prove it. The
problematic interpretation of the trefoil as an architectural motif – the depiction of an
arch, as it is often described by scholars –, rather than a mere geometrical motif,
might be important for the understanding of its reception in the Ghaznavid period,
also as regards a possible link with the miḥrāb (whose established representation is
that of an arch); the term “miḥrāb”, whose reception in Ghaznavid times needs
further research, is employed, for example, in the quoted passage of al-‘Utbī to
describe the motifs traced in sequences on the marble (or alabaster?) dado in the bayt
of Maḥmūd’s mosque. A direct link with the architectural trefoil-shaped arch can be
nonetheless ruled out, not only for the geometrical composition of its form, which is
attested by preparatory sketches found during the excavation of the palace of Mas‘ūd
III13 and which is exemplified by the continuous interlacing, but also because the
absence of this form among the structural arches from Ghazni gives no evidence of
the employ of trefoil-shaped arches in the city.14 The hypothesis that its reproduction
as decorative motif comes directly from the local pre-Islamic architectural and
decorative traditions, where it is frequent (trefoil niches or motifs were employed, for
example, in Bamiyan, 7th century, in some Turko-Shahi monuments in Pakistan, as
well as in Tepe Sardar near Ghazni, 8th century), can be also excluded, because its
geometrical composition seems very far from those traditions, where the shape of the
trefoil is rather approximated and where it is always associated with the architectural
element of the niche (but see infra). The architectural link seems to be a weaker
explanation for the trefoil motif in Ghazni and its use must be referred to other visual
models, of which we have sparse evidences. These fall within a tendency of Islamic
art since the 9th century, which modifies vegetal elements into stylized and repeatable
trefoil forms (for example: on an Iranian glass attributed to the 9-10th century at the
British Museum, inv. OA 1966.4-18.1; on a fragment of a pre-Seljuq wall painting
from Isfahan, where the trefoil ends in a vertical vegetal element; on a stucco panel
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framing the miḥrab in the great mosque in Cordoba, dated 965),15 sometimes in
sequences (as in some stone moldings of the minaret of the al-Hakim mosque in
Cairo, dated 990-1014). A major shift in this tendency is discernible in the
uninterrupted and interlaced trefoil patterns on stucco panels of the style C from
Samarra (of at least 15 types), which might retain an explicit link to the vegetal
element (with the trefoils departing from a bead [or bud?] and ending in a semipalmette) but are mostly full geometric interlaced patterns;16 a carved wooden column
from the area of Termez (Kurut), attributed to the 10th century, attests of the diffusion
of these geometrically interlaced trefoil patterns before their occurrence in Ghazni.17
Besides these recognizable antecedents in Islamic art, a feeble residue of the local
iconographic traditions – which did not survive directly but possibly helped the
diffusion of the Islamic patterns – is suggested by the earliest dated tomb from Ghazni
whose date is not questioned (dated: 447/1055; see fn. 11 for Maḥmūd’s tomb), where
an irregular trefoil motif, closer to Buddhist trefoil niches rather than to the
Ghaznavid trefoils, frames the epitaph of the defunct.18 As for the reception of the
trefoil motif in Ghazni, the occurrence on the opposite side of this same funerary
element of a Persian horseshoe arch framing a second inscription (Koran 21:35),
might be meaningful.19
Anthropomorphic representations on the marbles from Ghazni essentially
follow the Iranian-Central Asian traditions, both in the depiction of the somatic
features of the personages and their clothes, and in the choice of the scenes (Fig. 5).
On those slabs which had been spared by later iconoclastic obliteration of the faces,
the somatic characteristics – rounded face with prominent cheek-bones – descend
from the Central-Asian visual traditions (as for example in the paintings in Miran, 56th century); the apparent approximated execution of the faces might have been
completed with the painted decoration.20 The clothes of the personages are mainly
those of Central Asiatic origin usually referred to as Turkic, as the qabā’,21 whose
attestation in Islamic art goes back already in the Omayyad period (for example in the
floor painting in Qasr al-Hayr al-Gharbi). Gestures and scenes draw on the Iranian
heritage and culture, as is discernible in the hands of a standing personage
(presumably a court attendant) in the dast bar sīna “conventional attitude of respectful
15
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attention”,22 and in the scenes of knights in combat, dancers, guards, and of a rider
hunting a lion. The visual language employed in these scenes depicts the traditional
attributes of the sovereign as fighter and pleasure-seeker, as transmitted by the Iranian
tradition – the well known concept of bazm-o-razm (fight and fête); their iconography
originates in pre-Islamic traditions early merged into Islamic art (for example a silver
plate attributed to 8th-9th century Iran in the Hermitage Museum with a rider hunting a
lion).23
The iconographic details which reveal a different ascendance are relatively
few. The dancer with the scarf, carved on a dado in the David Samlings in
Copenhagen,24 is a depiction recurring in Islamic art (for example in Fatimid Egypt
and in the Cappella Palatina in Sicily), with deep roots in the Sasanid25 and Central
Asian26 iconographic traditions, but also not alien to the Indian iconography;27 it
reveals an Indian ascendance as far as regards the nude breast (not paralleled as such
in Islamic art),28 the necklaces, the hairstyle,29 and the transparent cloth which drapes
around the legs of the dancer;30 a more precise interpretation, especially as regards the
employ of “alien” details, could have been proposed if the face of the dancer was not
chiseled off by an iconoclastic act, canceling her somatic characteristics. The three
female dancers on a transenna once in the Kabul Museum (Fig. 5)31 are only
apparently a conventional representation of group dance in Islamic art, in which dance
scenes are always associated to the courtly sphere as entertainment of the prince: if
the somatic characteristics of the personages, their clothes and the beaded head
ornaments, as well as the movement of the legs are all conventional elements,32 yet
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two of them are engaged in an unconventional dance movement with their hands (the
third dancer holds a bowl). Not only this gesture does not have parallels in Islamic art
– hands are usually put around the companion’s shoulder in representation of group
dances –, but is evocative of a specific position in Indian dance. This position, not
often depicted in the otherwise rich Indian iconography related to the dance, is
described in the historical texts (as the Natyashastra, dated between the 2nd b.C. and
the 2nd A.D.): it is the mutra anjali, one of the symbolic positions of the two hands
together (hasta samyukta), and the greeting gesture both in the Buddhist and Hindu
traditions.33 In the slab from Ghazni this gesture might go back to local traditions of
the pre-Islamic period: Ghazni had been the capital of the Buddhist reign of Zābul
until the 9th century, and the local Buddhist site of Tepe Sardar testifies of a syncretic
Buddhist-Hindu culture which goes back in time. Otherwise, more probably, it might
be the attempt of a local artisan to depict Indian dancers who possibly performed (at
the court?) in Ghazni:34 lacking of a pre-existent iconography of this subject, which
was probably also unfamiliar to him (?), the artisan based his work on known
iconographies (as the somatic characteristics of the personages) and combined them
with a new form, that of the hand gesture – an attempt of realism which reveals a taste
for exoticism. An exotic scene has been identified in the famous slab with the
depiction of a monkey in the Linden Museum,35 the only narrative scene known on
the Ghazni marbles, and one of the earliest attested in Islamic art (beside
miniatures);36 the origin of this image lies in several stories telling about monkeys
employed by humans for the cropping of fruits that grow on inaccessible trees. These
stories, frequent in the ajā‘ib literature (the literature of the wonders), are set in
fabulous islands, located in India or the far East. Maria Vittoria Fontana sees in the
architecture within which the scene is depicted – evoking a Kashmiri or northwest
Indian temple – an attempt to place the scene in an “Indian” context.37
The style and the composition of non-figurative motifs, as well as the style and
the repertoire of the scenes of figurative representations place the marble production
of the 11th and 12th centuries from Ghazni in the wide horizon of Islamic art of the
post-Samarran period, within the strong Iranian-Central Asian tradition, identifying it
as the immediate forerunner of Saljuq art; it presumably reflects what were the artistic
trends in the caliphal capital of Baghdad. At the same time, some iconographic details
alien to Islamic art help to contextualize the production in the peculiar cultural
horizon of Ghazni, especially as far as concerns links and/or echoes of non-Islamic
Turkic elements as soon as the Abbasid period (Grube 1995, pp. 28-29); see the painting found in the
so-called ḥarām of the Jawsaq al-Khaqani palace in Samarra (9th century).
33
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cultures, both for possible resilient elements of the pre-Islamic period in Ghazni (the
Islamic conquest of the city was realized only in the 9th century) and for the coeval
connections with the Indian subcontinent and its artistic and architectural
productions.38 The figurative repertoire on the marbles was meant to depict the
idealized image of the sovereign and his court; it can be understood as the visual
counterpart of the image of the prince in coeval poetry, as in the Shahnāme and in the
poems of Farrukhi e Manuchihri, where it is represented as “life warrior, hunter,
elephant-rider, lion-slayer, and lover”;39 exotic features had probably a realistic
implication, evoking the life at the Ghaznavid court, increasing, at the same time, the
prestige of the patron.
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